If you witness a road incident and you wish to report it

Ring 101 (or 999 in an emergency)
Or
email Contact@gwent.pnn.police.uk

The following information will be required, in as much detail as possible:

1) Exact date / time / location of incident.
2) What happened – what were its actions (please explain as much detail as possible). What it did – (what were the consequences etc.)
3) Vehicle(s) involved – Make / model / colour / registration / any noticeable or identifying feature (for example grey ford fiesta, index ab123cde with white tail gate) – or as much detail as can be remembered

Other factors to consider –

1) Weather conditions (wet /dry/icy / foggy etc)
2) Road conditions (good / in need of repair etc)
3) Lighting conditions (daylight, street lights etc)
4) Speed limits
5) Other road users
6) Pedestrians / cyclists
7) Speed of vehicle

If however you have a Dash Cam and the incident is captured on camera. (not applicable if not caught on camera):

You can report directly to ‘GoSafe’ under ‘Operation Snap’ – this is where a witness can forward the footage directly, without contacting the local police. This is reviewed, considered and forwarded for prosecution if applicable.

The Go Safe website is https://gosafe.org

The Operation snap website (for reporting) is https://gosafesnap.wales/